ANDRÁS KOVÁCS

A MAITER OF EMBARRASSMENT
DOCUMENTSONSECRETNEGOTIATIONS
BETWEEN HUNGARY AND ISRAEL, 1957-1961
The documents below, which were selected from the papers of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs held at the Hungarian National Archives,
were created during a rather odd episode in Hungarian-Israeli relations an episode that nicely illustrates the political aspirations of both sides. 1
As pointed out in the introduction to the documents published in the fifth
volume of the CEU Jewish Studies Yearbook, the government of Israel was
among the füst to recognize János Kádár's internationally isolated regime
after the Hungarian Revolution of 1956 and to establish relations with the
Hungarian government at the ambassadorial level. 2 The reason for this was
simple: the Israeli government wished to ensure that members of one of the
largest Jewish communities in Europe could legally migrate to Israel (make
Aliyah). The calculation seemed to pay off in the füst months after the revolution. According to the figures of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: whereas
just 223 persons officially migrated from Hungary to Israel between January
and November 1956, the number of official migrants rose to 4,142 between
December 1956 and the end of April 1957.3
The liberal migration policy soon changed, however. ln the spring of 1957,
shortly after Hungary dispatched an ambassador to Te! Aviv, the Hungarian
authorities learnt that a staff member at the Israeli legation in Budapest was
regularly receiving cash and property from individuals seeking to migrate to
Israel. These people were promised that their property and money would be
returned to them after their arrival in Israel. The füst observation of the Hungarian authorities was that the Israeli legation in Budapest had exchanged
hardly any foreign currency for Hungarian Forints at the National Bank of
Hungary; the sum was certainly not enough to cover its expenditures (Document 4). Then, on April 8, 1957, thé head of the Hungarian trade mission
in Te! Aviv forwarded to his superiors a memorandum containing a complaint by a recently arrived migrant, who clairned that he had been unable
to reclaim his assets deposited at the Israeli legation in Budapest, whereas

1 Ali documents may be found at: Magyar Országos Levéltár, KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j Izrael.
The economic historian Vera Pécsi assisted in researching and organizing the documents.
2 A. Kovács, "Documents on Hungarian-lsraeli Relations, 1956-1968," injewish Studies
at the CEU, ed. A. Kovács and M. L. Miller, Vol. V (2009), pp. p. 189-192.
3 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, l.doboz 001632/ 1957 (May 20, 1957) The document - citing
an estimate by the lsraeli legation in Budapest - indicates that between 14,000 and 15,000
"persons of Jewish religion" left the country illegally at the time of the revolution and
thereafter.
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others arriving in Israel at the same time had been able to reclaim their property. 4 Based on such information, onJune 3, 1957, the Hungarian authorities
summoned the Israeli ambassador Meir Tuval and in a verbal note they announced their decision to expel the Israeli commercial attaché, whom they
considered to be responsible for the unlawful transactions. The Hungarian
authorities also demanded substantial damages and announced the suspension of all further migration until compensation had been paid. 5
The government of Israel was embarrassed by the affair, as shown by Ambassador Iván Kálló's report on a meeting with Israel's foreign rninister Golda
Meir on June 10 (Document 1). However, as a memorandum on a second
meeting with Meir indicates (Document 2), within a few weeks the Israelis
had established their position: the Israeli legation as an institution had played
no part in the matter, but Israel was open to negotiations on compensation.
This was music to the ears of the Hungarian authorities.
Even before the outbreak of the revolution the Hungarian government
had sought talks with Israel on the expansion of economic ties. The discussions had commenced in 1956 and were resumed in early 1957. OnJanuary
12, 1957, the Hungarian chargé d'affaires in Tel Aviv wrote to his superiors
in Budapest that "it would be of great significance in our economic relations ... if the Hungarian government were to show a perrnissive attitude in
the matter of Jewish emigration on a larger scale. With appropriate caution,
the authorization of Jewish ernigration on a larger scale could be linked with
some of our economic aims."6 Hungarian policy-makers even outlined the
füst step towards what they hoped to achieve. As Deputy Foreign Trade
Minister Jenő Baczoni wrote - prior to the eruption of the dispute - in an
intemal memo addressed to Deputy Foreign Minister Károly Szarka, "I suggest
that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs should raise with the Israeli government
the question of a loan to Hungary in freely convertible currency via some
banking institution ... the aim could be 6-7 million dollars at an interest rate
of 2.5-3 percent and repayable within five years .... "7
The view that Israel would be open to favorable econornic deals in return
for the liberalization of emigration was not unrealistic. A note attached to the
previous document and written on July 30, 1956, by a foreign trade and
banking expert negotiating in Paris, contains the following:
During my most recent stay in Paris, Messrs. Pachta and Ernest [the names
reappear in documents relating to subsequent developments - AKI, who own
the Transcomin company and who also have an interest in the Geneva-based
Banque Suisse-Israel, raised the following matter: The Israeüs would be very
pleased if the Hungarian government would authorize, within a certain period
of time (roughly 12 months), the emigration of 10-12,000 Jews, those with
4 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, 1.doboz 001632/3 (Tel-Aviv, April 8, 1957)
5 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j. 1.doboz 78/Sz-1957 Qune 3, 1957)
6 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j (24/b) 9.doboz 15/szig.titk./ 1957 (Tel-Aviv, Jan 12, 1957)
7 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j (23/b) 9.doboz 001609 1-00109/1957 (February 15, 1957)
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relatives living in lsrael. [. .. ) If they were to receive a verbal promise from
the Hungarian government that we would look favorably on such a request,
the financial group with close links to the Israelis would be prepared - even
without the two matters being visibly connected - to offer certain economic
benefits. Indeed, they have offered five million dollars in a cash loan, which
would be made available by either Banque Suisse-Israel or another European
bank as indicated by them, for a period of several years and at the favorable
interest rate of three percent. ...

The message relayed by Pachta and Ernest formulated what was to serve as
the foundation for discussions and deals in the ensuing years: Israel would
offer economic advantages in return for a liberalization of emigration, while
the act of paying ransom for Jews - which neither side could publicly admit
to - would never be made apparent either in official documents or to the
public. For the Hungarian side, the offer was attractive, particularly because
various Hungarian actors had noticed - in connection with the smuggling
affair - that a coincidental matter could be used to strengthen their negotiating position in the struggle for economic advantages. Hungary's willingness
to negotiate is clearly shown by Deputy Foreign Minister Károly Szarka's
surnmary report on the submission of a verbal note:
I made the following clear when submitting the note: 1. We continue to seek
smooth and good relations between the two countries ... ; 2. We make a dis-

tinction between the person of the commercial attaché (Korem) . . . and the
two countries' commercial relations, which, we are pleased to note, are improving. 3. We pay special attention to the ambassador and wish very much to
avoid his being linked with the affair. 4. We shall refrain from making the matter public until the Israeli side takes such a step [... )8

The pragmatic approach of policy-makers in the foreign trade and financial
fields (Document 5) was not supported by senior staff at the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. ln their view, an expansion and irnprovement of relations with Israel would elicit a negative reaction in the Arab countries
where the Soviet Union was seeking to increase its influence. Even prior to
the eruption of the smuggling affair, Péter Kós, head of the relevant department at the Ministry, had infdrrµed the Hungarian ambassador in Te! Aviv of
the foliowing:
Subject: Conversation w ith Péter Veress, head of department at the Ministry of
Foreign Trade, on Hungarian-Israeli trade problems. [... ) Veress inquired
whether we could draw advantage from the fact that recently a larger number
of individuals of Jewish religion have been allowed to move to Israel. ln this
context, he mentioned that during the discussions in Geneva certain Israeli
individuals had made an offer of a financial loan of around two million do!8 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, 1.doboz 78/Sz-1957 Qune 3, 1957)
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!ars - subject to the Hungarian government showing greater understanding for
the migration of Jews to Israel. We have not reacted to the offer [. .. ] We do not
wish to make use of a more liberal position on emigration in order to obtain
a loan. Moreover, under current political circumstances we do not intend to
request a credit from Israel, as this would weaken our positions in the Arab
states [... ]. 9

The position of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not change
subsequently. Indeed, on July 4, 1957, the head of the Fourth Political
Department at the ministry stated the following to the ambassador:
[... ) when the note in question was submitted, our concern was not so much
the financial damages suffered in consequence of the irregular administration
of emigration, but rather political considerations. ln fact, the matter was about
putting a stop to steps taken by the Israeli government (in the aftermath of the
exchange of diplomats) to irnprove relations in a manner that was not desired
by us and to return our relations to the levei at which they had been a year
previously. Thus, as far as we are concerned, forcing our demand for compensation is unnecessary, particularly because it is prirnarily in the interest of
the Israeli government to settle the issue for its own sake. For them, a more
important issue than fulfilling the damages demanded by us, is that the migration should proceed smoothly. If we were to urge the fulfillment of our
clairn for damages by the Israeli government, then we might give the appearance of having taken this step expressly because of the claim for damages ...
and that we want to utilize it to obtain dollars [. ..)10

Amid the unfavorable political and economic circumstances following the
Revolution of 1956, the "hardliners" did not prevail in the end. The Hungarian side was very keen to continue the talks on financial compensation,
while the Israelis wanted emigration to resume. Of course, the Israelis continued to insist that they had done nothing illegal and thus did not owe any
compensation. For their part the Hungarians still claimed that they were not
"selling" Jews and had no intention of allowing Jews to migrate in return
for economic favors. ln actual fact, however, both sides were thinking the
opposite, and clearly both were aware that this was rather obvious to their
counterpart. The task was to find a mode of negotiation and compromise
that would preserve the two fictions, while also achieving the desired result.
Discussions by diplomatic channels were not suitable for this purpose. It
was at this point that talks began to be directed by János Fekete, head of the
foreign currency department at the National Bank of Hungary. Fekete was
contacted by acquaintances in the banking world - among them Ernest and
Pachta - and asked to mediate.

9 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, 10.doboz 001488/szig.titk. (March 5, 1957)
10 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, 1.doboz 002149/ 2 Quly 4, 1957)
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The course of negotiations was summarized by Fekete in his report of
June 25, 1958 (Document 6). The bankers in Geneva wished to reach an
agreement without loss of face on either side. Initially, they envisaged extending a favorable loan to Hungary, with the Israelis having to make do
with rather vague promises of a renewed authorization of emigration. Shortly
after the discussions in Geneva, on September 3, 1958, the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs submitted a draft motion to the Political Committee
(politburo) of the party, requesting its approval. Signed by Minister of Foreign Affairs Endre Sík, the motion contains the following:
If the Israeli side accepts [. .. ] the economic conditions, we authorize Comrade
Fekete to adhere to the following negotiating tactics and to fínally establish
the followíng agreement concerning the emigration issue. a./ Inform the Israeli
side orally that prior to the completion of negotiations a senior staff member
of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs will inform the Israeli minister ín
Budapest that in the event of the successful conclusion of Hungarian-Israeli
financial and economic talks, the competent Hungarian authorities will terminate the restriction on emigration to Israel that was announced ín our note of
June 4, 1957. If the lsraeli side seeks a further assurance, then they can be told
that the Hungarian authorities are willing, as a gesture, to authorize the commencement of emigration even before the agreement has been approved.
(If the agreernent were not to be approved for any reason, emigration could
be halted once again.) b./ If the Israeli side does not consider the verbal information to be a sufficient assurance, Comrade Fekete should propose the
acceptance of the joint statement appearing as an appendix to this motion,
in which the oral statements proposed ín Point 2 are set clown in writing.
(Tbe motion envisages making a written guarantee in the form ofan exchange
of notes.)11

An agreement was soon reached. On September 22, 1958, the two sides

agreed that Israel would transfer to the National Bank of Hungary the sum
of 1.5 million dollars in four installments. ln return, the Hungarian government would resume its authorization of emigration to Israel. The rather lax
definitions of the Hungarian obligations led to the next dispute. The Israelis
immediately transferred the füst instaliment (500,000 dollars) of the agreed
sum (this amount, as the doéu.m ents show, was put together by the Jewish
Agency). The second and third installments, however, did not reach the National Bank of Hungary by the dates contained in the agreement (April 30
and August 31, 1959), because the Israeli side believed that the Hungarians
were failing to keep their promise concerning emigration. It seems that the
Hungarian government sought to get around the part of the agreement relating to emigration by basing the number of permits on the number of passports issued in the first six months of 1956 rather than on the number of
authorizations ín 1957. Thus, the Hungarian authorities permitted the emigra11 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, 2.doboz 605/ SE/ 1958 (Sept 4, 1958)
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tion of only 8-10 individuals monthly.12 Meanwhile, they cynically gave
the impression of being surprised that a connection might be drawn between the two matters - "compensation" and emigration. They argued that

1/ the financiaJ agreement has nothing to do with the issue of emigration; 2/ we
undertook to stop discriminating and to provide an opportunity that is generally
made available to every Hungarian citize n with regard to emigrating to any
point in the world [. .. ] Therefore, we have fulfilled everything that we undertook, and, indeed, we have gone further than this in terms of family unification and humane purposes, for a matter in progress is that of five children
seeking to emigrate, whose parents live in Israel [. .. ]13

By the summer of 1959 the emigration of Hungarians had come to a complete halt, and so Golda Meir personally contacted the Hungarian minister
of foreign affairs with a view to 'reviving' the matter of "compensation" and
emigration. Thanks to her efforts, targeted financial talks were reopened between Fekete and Ernest in the fall. After some haggling, a new agreement
was reached by the end of the year: the Israelis agreed not only to the
prompt transfer of the remaining installments, but also to the payment of an
additional sum equivalent to an annual rate of interest of five percent for the
duration of the de lay. Thereafter the authorization of emigration gradually
resumed, but the number of permits was far below the leve! envisaged by
the Israelis. According to a memorandum of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
between January 1 and early May, 1960, 165 individuals received emigration permits, of which 55 percent were between the ages 20-60, 33 percent
were over 60 years of age, and 12 percent were between the ages 5-20. 14
After further disputes and mutual reproaches, the Israelis finally transferred
the !ast installment on January 6, 1961. In the ensuing years, the Hungarian
authorities favorably appraised a relatively large proportion of emigration
requests, but the percentage began to fall once again from 1964. 15 However,
even if the Hungarian authorities had authorized all the emigration requests,
the total number of migrants would still not have met Israeli expectations.
Perhaps this partly explains why in subsequent decades the issue of emigration declined in significance as a factor determining relations between
Hungary and Israel.

12 Between October 1958 ancl April 1959, the Hungarian authorities permittecl the
emigration of 60 persons, while the applications of around 160 persons were rejected.
The Israelis were expecting 4,000-5,000 people to migrate to Israel. (KÜM TÜK XlX-J-1-j,
2.doboz 51/Sz-1959, April 16, 1959)
13 KÜM TÜK XlX-J-1-j, 2.doboz (IV. Politikai Osztály feljegyzése, Feb 25, 1959)
14 KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j, 2.doboz 00354 (May 11, 1960)
15 Authorized emigration from Hungary to Israel: 1962: 202 permits out of 275 applications; 1963: 280 permits out of 349 applications; 1964: 201 permits out of 396 applications;
1965: 175 permits out of 364 applications. KÜM TÜK XlX-J-1-j, 2.doboz 11/66 (Jan 14, 1966).
See document 8.
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DOCUMENT 1 1
LEGATION
OF TIIE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBIJC
INISRAEL

TOP SECRET!
Tel Aviv, June 10, 1957
Subject: An hour-long meeting with Golda Meir

46/ 2/ szig. titk./1957
Completed in 3 copies
2 copies to the center
1 copy for the legation
To Comrade Imre Horváth, Minister of Foreign Affairs
Budapest
As I have already reported by other means, Golda Meir summoned me to a
meeting at 3 pm on the 7 th . I guessed what she wanted to talk about, and so
I prepared myself to give appropriate answers to all the questions.
At first she assumed a prím and supercilious air, but then quickly retreated.

"I think," she said "you know why I summoned you. We have here this grave
difficulty and, in this connection, the sudden action on the part of the Hungarian government. They have expelled Mr. Korem with 72 hours' notice.
True, they have now extended it to a sixth day, but it is [punishment) for
something that I do not believe happened and cannot even imagine. You
know that the lsraeli government has the right and opportunity to proceed
in a similar manner."
"I know," I said, "but this will not solve the issue of emigration. It was

Mr. Korem who made the rhi.s take, and that is the truth. I consider it impossible that something like this could have been done. without the
knowledge of the government and above all of the minister [of the legation)
or Mr. Tuval."
"As a minister [of the legation) I know how much [money) is being transferred by our ministry via the national bank, and I always know how much
of that amount is in the bank in Tel Aviv, and whether it is enough or not.

1 Magyar Országos Levéltár, KÜM TÜK. XIX-J-1-j lzrael-4/ a-02127/ 1-1957
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Without my signature no one can withdraw even a pruta. 2 It is needed by
the legation. It is impossible not to know about it, and even the government
knows how we cover the costs of the legation. It would raise suspicions if
we did not ask for money for several years."
She turned as red as paprika. Meir then said that perhaps their aim had been
to help Jews that were emigrating. I stated: "The important thing is not why
they didit, but that they didit." Once again she made excuses for Tuvai and
said that they were waiting for Korem and would hold him to account and
punish him severely if it were shown that he really did these things.
"We know that it is true because people have come to the legation telling
us that they gave 100,000 Forints to Korem and received not even a tenth of
this sum in Te! Aviv, .... " (We tried to get something in writing about this,
which we could send home, but unfortunately we failed.)
Meir just stared at me and did not refute anything; rather, she said, "I am very
sorry that you did not warn me about this, so that I might have stopped it
immediately."
I replied that my task is, of course, to inform my own government of such
things. "True," she said, "we would accept Mr. Korem being sent home, but
the fact that your government has simply stopped the emigration is a disaster for us, and we think that this is all because the Arabs are exercising pressure on the Hungarians and that you were seeking to satisfy their wishes in
this way."
I replied that the Hungarian government has good relations with the Arab
countries, as it seeks to have with any other country, but that we are not in
any manner dependent upon them and they cannot exert pressure on us,
particularly in view of the fact that migrants are also coming from Arab states.
She agreed this was true, but then asked, "why do you and the Soviet Union
prefer to be in a good relationship with the Arabs rather than with us, and
yet this is our wish?" I replied that I did not have to explain this.
"Alright, but it is a dreadful thing that your government, in addition to expelling one of our diplomats, is also saying that there will be no more aliya
(emigration) and is demanding 3.5 million dollars. You know that our entire
budget is 12 million, and so it is impossible, it cannot be done."
I replied: "If Mr. Korem had done harm to the country for just one or two
months rather than for years, then the situation would be different. "

2 The pruta was the smallest unit of Israeli curreny prior to 1960.
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"Yes," she said "but 3.5 million, we do not spend such an amount on all the
Israeli fareign missions ... "
I said: "It is not just that you harmed our country by not making transfers far
years, but also that you smuggled out the Forints paid there."
Meir did not deny any of this, but then said: "Three and a half million dollars - if the Hungarian govemment had told us that it needed dollars and that
the Israeli government should give it such and such an amount and then
it would release so and so many Jews, then you could have understood it."
I rejected this: "Our public finances require dollars and other hard currency as much as other countries, even Israel. One can read and hear quite
a lat about the many dollars that are coming here from America. The Hungarian government's aim was not to make money out of emigration or to
defraud the emigrants or Israel, but to provide an opportunity for family
reunification. To enable emigration not only far Jews going to Israel, but
also far emigration to other places - where such was justified. We did this
with the knowledge that this is the correct course of action, and we
thought that the Israeli government would also be pleased. What is the
point of deflecting from Mr. Korem's incorrect actions by making such
a statement?"
She was silent far some minutes. "I shall wait," she said, "far Mr. Korem
[to explain his actions) and then I shall ask you once more to meet with me.
It is my wish that the good friendship we have should be continued, and of
course the emigration too. I ask also far your assistance. We are pleased to
accept the Hungarian government's proposal not to make this matter public, and I hope that we can resolve all the difficulties that have arisen."
I said that in my view the Israeli government should draw the necessary
conclusions and pay damages.
Meir said: "That will be very difficult because it would be the same as acknowledging and admitting to the mistakes."
Meir thanked me far meeting with her again and asked me once again to
assist in resolving the matter and to go in again the fallowing week if she
summoned me.
Concerning the above, I note that it was good that the center informed me
of developments in time; it was right to inform Meir of the legation's other
remarks concerning the issue.
ln my opinion, they will pay the 3.5 million. We were right not to farce the
loan they had suggested, which was intended merely as a hoax. It is better
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that we do not even give the impression of wanting to make money out of
the matter of emigration - unlike them.
It is possible, and this is what I was informed by way of the Polish chargé
d'affaires and of the deputy head of department Sattath, that the lsraeli government is planning, in recognition of Tuval's success in managing and promoting emigration in our country, to move him to a place where this is not
the case at the moment: to Romania, Bulgaria or the Soviet Union.
A contributing factor is that now, in addition to Korem, he too is involved
in the matter, and they will consider it better to remove hím from Budapest.
I was met on my arrival by Sattath, who waited for me in the lobby while
I spoke to Meir.
(Signature)
(Iván Kalló)
Minister [of the legation)
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DOCUMENT 23
LEGATION
OF TIIE lflJNGARIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
INISRAEL

TOP SECRET!
Tel Aviv, July 3, 1957
Subject: Another meeting with Golda Meir

46/3/ szig. titk./1957
Completed in 3 copies
2 copies to the center
1 copy far the legation
To Cornrade Imre Horváth, Minister of Foreign Affairs
Budapest
As Golda had indicated during our previous discussion, having received
Korem's report, she again summoned me, that is, she came here to Tel Aviv.
She received me in the presence of Head of Department Eshel.
Golda now seemed much more confident than last time. One could feel that
they had been thoroughly deliberating the issue, and possibly they had
asked far and received counsel. This was clearly why Eshel was taking part
in the discussion. He spoke on several occasions. He sometimes interrupted
me and more than once Golda, especially when she said something untoward. Also, Eshel wrote down every word.
Both of them confirmed once again that Tuvai was a very busy man, who
often works even at night (just so that emigration can proceed?) and has no
time to deal with economic and financial problems. Thus it is certain that just
as the Israeli government had no knowledge of Korem's activities, so Tuvai
did not know about them eith~r. They claimed that on several occasions a
large amount of pounds or dollars had been transferred far use by the legation, and that the many consular fees and visa fees had also been used. They
emphasized that the one report and the few malicious people w ho had spoken about Korem, did not constitute proof that Korem really had done these
things.
Golda stated that she had instructed Tuvai to stop these things, and it was
certain that they would not be repeated.

3 Magyar Országos Levéltár, KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j Izrael-4/a-02127/2-1957
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I asked what had been stopped, if Korem had not done anything and the
report and the words of indignant people were not proof.
As Tuvai was in Budapest and had received the report and resolution indicating that emigration would be possible only within limits and had been
told why this was, in my view the best course of action was for the matter
to be addressed there. Golda then said that in a day or two she would travel
to Vienna, to the conference of the Socialist International, and would then
hold a conference with the envoys serving in the surrounding countries.
She would meet with Tuvai and would give him appropriate instructions
on the 7th or 8'h .
[.... ]

[Signature]
(Iván Kalló)
Minister [of the legation]
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DOCUMENT 34

Hungarian-Israeli compensation talks
To Deputy Minister Jenő Baczoni
Ministty of Foreign Trades
Budapest
Completed in 2 copies
With reference to the inter-ministerial discussion held under the leadership
of Comrade Baczoni, deputy minister, at the Ministty of Foreign Trade on 24'h
of the above month and concerning the above issue, the Ministty of Foreign
Affairs considers it necessary to record its position in the written form below
on several issues connected with the upcoming Hungarian-lsraeli compensation negotiations.
Our note on the subject of smuggling undertaken by the Israeli legation in
Budapest in the course of emigration from Hungary to Israel states clearly
that the activities of the Israeli official organs, representing a grave violation
of international law and the laws of Hungary, caused damage in value of
3.5 million US dollars to the Hungarian national economy. For this reason
the Hungarian government suspended emigration until the above amount is
refunded by Israel. The Israeli government could not refute the findings
made in the note , and as the resumption of emigration is an important
Israeli interest, it requested through diplomatic channels that an Israeli economic expert should negotiate with Hungarian economic experts on the
issue of damages. The Hungarian government consented, again by diplomatic channels, to negotiations, subject to the talks being limited to determining the means of compensating for the aforementioned amount of
damages and would not deal in any manner with the issue of emigration.
Based on the above, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs agrees that the Hungarian negotiating delegation should comprise representatives of the Ministty
of Foreign Trade and Finance under the leadership of Béla Szilágyi, head of
department at said Ministry. ·
The direct participation of a representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
in the delegation, would enable the Israeli side to raise the issue of emigration, and so this would not be expedient. At the same time, it is, of course,
necessary that the negotiating delegation should maintain a continuous and
close relationship with the Ministty of Foreign Affairs and discuss with it any

4 Magyar Országos Levéltár, KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j Izrael-4/ a-02127/ 3-1957
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issue that falls into its purview. If such an issue - far example, the extent of
payable damages - is raised by the Israeli side, then the Hungarian delegation should state that it is not competent to discuss the rnatter and that, if they
so wish, they should fallow diplomatic channels.
For the cornrade deputy minister's information I state that the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs considers the resumption of emigration to be possible only
after our claim to damages, amounting to the sum indicated has been paid
off in full by the Israeli side. We cannot give any obligation with regard to
the number of people who will be allowed to emigrate in the future, as this
would give rise to accusations of "trading in people." Far this reason, the
Israeli negotiating side should be made aware that it is in their interests
to choose the quickest method far paying the damages caused in hard currency or comrnodities or in some other way that the Hungarian government
has accepted as suitable.
Concerning this matter, I will inform the Comrade Deputy Minister of any infarmation I receive through diplomatic channels.

Budapest, September 2, 1957

(István Sebes)
Deputy Minister
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DOCUMENT45
Ministry of Interior
"Top Secret !"
Subject: The illegal financial aid payments of the Israeli legation

Re port
Budapest. December 12, 1957

The Israeli legation in Budapest has been involved for years in illegal financial aid payments. The people that they consider important receive regular
monthly payments amounting to between 300 and 2,500 Forints. Prior to the
counter revolutio n the number of recipients was as high as 150-200 persons. This financial aid program resumed after the counter revolution and
is currently underway.

[. .. l
The activity described above is damaging from the perspective of the Hungarian People's Republic. One should also consider the fact that this amount
could only have got to the legation illegally, because as we mentioned in our
previous memorandum and the official memorandum of the National Bank,
the most recent exchange of Forints took place on September 2, a sum that
clearly does not cover their expenditures.
[... ]

We tl1ink the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs should remind the legation of the aforementioned problems as described in the memorandum that
is being drafted, and should demand from it the immediate termination of
such detrimental actions.
[Signature]
Colonel Jenő Hazai, police investigator
Head of Depa1tment

5 Magyar Országos Levéltár, KÜM TÜK XIX-J-1-j Izrael-4/a-02127/6-1957
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DOCUMENT 56
Ministry of Foreign Trade
First Deputy of the Minister
To Comrade Károly Szarka
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs
Budapest
With reference to file number RK 1143/ 1958 and by way of our legation in
Te! Aviv, we wish to give the following answer to Comrade Szendrő, if the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs agrees in principle with the answer:
As before, it is desirable to present our position in the farm of a private
opinion. It is irnportant in principle to insist on the compensatory nature
throughout. Later, we can be conciliatory in how this is expressed in a formai sense.
We may possibly accept the offer of 7 million dollars. ln case of such a concession, however, we cannot relinquish our demand that we should receive
the sum in dollars and completely free of interest. To facilitate discussions,
we may possibly request a third of the sum in US dollars, while the remaining amount could be indicated in the following commodities: rubber,
fine wool, wool fiber, synthetic yarn and fiber, industrial diamonds, copper,
copper sulfate, sheet metal, and pulpwood. We consider a solution to be
possible where, in place of some of the indicated commodities, the Israeli side
agrees to finance our purchases, far instance by way of a Swiss bank.
Regarding the means of repayment, the guiding principle could be that we
would repay using commodities according to the export structure traded in
the Hungarian-Israeli clearing system, but the composition of the commodities may, of course, change in the course of the next 10 years. It is irnportant, however, that the repayment be made within a period fixed on expiry
of the 10-year period: far example, over 2-3 years.
The opinion should be made known that if they see a possible solution
based on our concession in accordance with the above, then it would be
desirable far representatives to meet in a third country, who would clarify
the framework, that is, who would conduct negotiations of a non-diplomatic nature.
ln the above, while maintaining our principles, we have sketched flexible
possible solutions. Comrade Szendrő may make full use of these in accor-
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dance with our interests. ln support of the private opinion, it is desirable that
he avoid finalizing a position with respect eitber to the amount or to the
commodities; ratber, be should indicate that be considers it possible that we
might agree on an amount tbat is less than 10 million; be should also list the
articles, but [indicate that) he considers it possible that these could be supplemented with other articles of similar value; and be sbould indicate only
approximate estimates with regard to the ratios.
Budapest, Marcb 31, 1958
(Signature)
Gyula Karádi

Attacbments: foreign affairs telegram no. 1143/ 1958.
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DOCUMENT67
Ministry of Finance
Top Secret !

To Comrade Károly Szarka
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs
Budapest
I attach János Fekete's report on the compensation negotiations with Israel.

Budapest, July 4, 1958
With comradely greetings,
István Antos
Attachments: One

June 25, 1958

Top Secret !

Comrade István Antos
Minister of Finance
Budapest

Subject: Report on talks concerning the compensation clairn against lsrael

Based on instrnctions from Comrade Kardos, deputy finance minister, my
task was to contact the persons who, in Vienna in February 1958, had contacted me with the purpose of channeling the diplomatic negotiations
between Hungary and Israel towards economic issues. Concerning that
meeting, I informed Comrade Minister Antos in a memorandum after my
return home.
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The persons with whom I held talks in February are M. Ernest, who was
already known to me through previous banking business and who is the
director of the Parisian bank Société Bancaire et Financiere d'Orient, and an
individual who introduced hirnself as Joshua Dan and possesses an Israeli
diplomatic passport, who as a persona! colleague of the Israeli Prime Minister clairned to have received a special assignment to channel the compensation talks conducted by diplomatic channels towards economic issues.
Concerning Joshua Dan, Szendrő, our commercial counselor in Israel, has in
the meantime obtained information according to which Dan's claims are
true. Based on the information supplied by Comrnercial Counselor Szendrő,
I have further determined that Tuvai, the Israeli minister [of the legation] in
Budapest, is also aware of these separate talks.
With regard to the Parisian bank, of which M. Ernest is a director, I have determined that 50 percent of its share capital is owned by a bank called Banque
pour le Commerce Suisse Israélien, while the other 50 percent [is owned by]
M. Ernest and a Parisian businessman called Pachta, who is also known to
me by way of previous commercial business.
For its part, the Suisse Israélien Bank is owned to 50 percent by the State of
Israel and to 50 percent by private capital.
My assignment was to seek to make contact with the aforementioned persons
while attending the Basel general meeting of the Bank for International
Settlements, held on June 7-10, 1958. Prior to traveling, among the several
possibilities Ctelephone, telegram, letter - each addressed to the bank in
Paris), it was agreed that an intention to negotiate would not be communicated in advance, but that I would seek to come into contact with the aforementioned - in an inconspicuous manner - during my stay in Switzerland.
I departed for Basel on June 7, traveling by way of Vienna and Zurich
and accompanied by Comrade Dénes Szántó. At the Zurich Airport we were
required to wait around two and a half hours for the plane to Basel. While
waiting at the Zurich Airp01t I met with Mr. Pachta, who was flying to Paris
with his wife and two childrén and who happened, like us, to be waiting for
his plane. Pachta greeted me with joy and, ha"ving remarked on some deals
in Brazil, asked me whether I would be willing to continue the talks I had
begun by way of his partner M. Ernest in February. I replied that there was
no point in my negotiating with them in this matter, and that to my knowledge talks were underway in Te! Aviv. He stated that Mr. Dan - if I were prepared to resume talks with him - would arrive in Switzerland within days,
and he asked me to inform him of my schedule in Switzerland. I replied
that at the start of the next week I would be busy with the general meeting
of the Bank for International Settlements and would have no time for them,
but that on the following weekend I would spend a few days in Geneva,
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where I would only have a number of shorter bank meetings. I said that
I did not believe that there was much point in resuming the talks begun in
February, because as a banker I could only concern myself with talks on specific economic issues. However, if, in their opinion, the Hungarian compensation claim could be solved through talks of a specific economic nature,
I would be at their disposal. He [Pachta) stated that he would phone me
from Paris in mid-week and teli me whether or not, under such circumstances, Dan saw any purpose in holding the talks, and if he did so, where
and when we could meet.
On Thursday, June 12, M. Ernest phoned me and, with reference to the conversation with Pachta, he stated that on Saturday he and Dan would contact
me at the Richmond Hotel in Geneva.
[. ..)

At midday on Saturday he contacted me at the Richmond Hotel in Geneva
and, after making several Brazil switch proposals relating to commercial
deals of little significance, he said that he believed the negotiations in Israel
would be fruitless, but that various members of the Israeli government and
certain Israeli political circles would be pleased to see an agreement made.
ln his opinion, an agreement could be reached, as long as the demands
were realistic. He stated that Dan would arrive shortly and then we could
begin talks.
Dan did indeed arrive a short time afterward, and we held the füst talks,
attended by Dan, Ernest and myself. Dan asked whether, since our meeting
in February, I had concerned myself with this matter and whether I had
some kind of authorization to negotiate. I replied that in February, after my
return home, I had, of course, sought information about the matter and had
concluded, based on concrete data, that after the counter revolution the
Hungarian government had permitted, completely free of charge, the ernigration of a significant number of Hungarian citizens, who had been allowed
to take most of their belongings with them. ln an abuse of the generosity of
the Hungarian government and in violation of the law, the official Israeli
bodies in Budapest had assisted the illegal smuggling out of the country
of the assets of Hungarian citizens. According to the Hungarian authorities,
a great number of gold coins and other valuables had thus been smuggled
out. As a manager at the foreign currency department of the National Bank
of Hungary I saw a substantial foreign currency loss in the fact that the emigrants, rather than offering their gold and foreign currency assets for purchase by the National Bank, had smuggled those assets out of the country
with the help of their bodies. Thus, in my view, Ieaving aside the other damages, they had caused a significant foreign currency loss to the Hungarian
People's Republic. Having uncovered such illegal manipulations, the Hungarian government had suspended emigration to Israel and announced
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its claim to compensation for the damages caused. Negotiations were underway in Tel Aviv between representatives of the Hungarian and lsraeli
governments.
The Hungarian government had thus appointed its representative in the matter. However, as Mr. Dan claimed that the lsraeli government was not seeking
an agreement at the negotiations in Tel Aviv and wished to settle the matter
through a representative of the National Bank of Hungary, l would be willing
to negotiate with them and if, on the basis of the talks, l saw an opportunity
to reach an agreement, l would make a proposal to the competent Hungarian
bodies concerning a settlement in this manner. However, prior to the commencement of substantive negotiations, I wished to inform them of the principles according to which I would be prepared to negotiate:
1. The Hungarian government has a legitimate claim to damages in view

of the losses to its national economy stemming from the unlawful activities of the lsraeli bodies.
2. As a banker, l am only prepared to negotiate a damages claim settlement involving free exchange payment, as l am not competent in commodity exchange.
3. ln the event of an agreement, l do not promise anything other than
that l will make a proposal for the terrnination of the discrirnination
with respect to emigration, which was introduced against them due to
their own errors. That is, even in the event of an agreement, the emigrants to Israel would have no greater right than people seeking to rnigrate to any other country.
ln his response, Dan stated, in connection with the füst issue, that they were
unwilling to acknowledge openly the damages claim, because, for them, this
would set a grave precedent. They were willing to make some compensation, but only in such a farm that the compensatory nature [of the payment]
did not become apparent. And this, however, could be achieved only on a
commercial basis rather than through diplomatic channels, for their position
regarding the negotiations in Te! Aviv was that discussions would carry on
for years without a result being reached.
Concerning the second issue, his opinion was that they had always envisaged the matter being resolved in commodities and would like to retain this
position.
Concerning the third issue, his response was that they would like to receive
a specific prornise, in the event of an agreement, concerning emigration.
Finally, he noted that he did not consider his responses to be final, and he
would think about them one more time and then give an answer the following day as to whether he accepted the principles outlined by me as the
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basis for negotiations. He assured me that the negotiations would be completely confidential in nature, whereby in Israel only the prime minister, the
finance minister, and the competent persons at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
would know, and he asked that we too should treat the negotiations confidentially. I agreed with him about this, and we came to an agreement.
We agreed to resume the talks on Sunday morning.
On Sunday morning I duly appeared once again and, returning to the debate
of the previous day, Dan asked why l was insisting on a settlement in free
exchange. l replied that l was not insisting on this, because in the course of
talks in Te! Aviv there was discussion of payment in commodities, but inasmuch as they wish to resolve the issue by means of talks with the representative of the National Bank of Hungary, it was only natural that the
agreement would primarily be one of free exchange. ln any case, it was their
wish that the matter be settled by the narrowest possible circle, but this would
be almost impossible if various commodity deals were made involving a lot
of companies. lt is my feeling that this greatly aroused the attention of Dan,
for he answered that they had not even considered how a settlement in commodities might come at the expense of confidentiality, and that for his part
he accepted free exchange payment as the basis for negotiations.
Concerning payment for damages, they still did not wish to acknowledge in
writing that they were obliged to provide compensation, and in his view some
kind of compromise solution had to be found. For if the compensation were
to be made in the form of loan, for which there would be a minimal rate of
interest, then on the one hand the interest saved would represent the compensation, while on the other hand, given that we were talking about a loan,
an open acknowledgment of compensation could be avoided. l replied that
inasmuch as we were to choose a form of credit, we would have to receive the
loan completely without interest, because an interest-free loan would amount
to acknowledgment of the compensation claim, and this would be the case
even if they did not write it down. For our part we insist that the agreement
would in some way make clear that we are not seeking to link the ernigration of Hungarian citizens to some financial benefit, but that the Israeli side
should, at Ieast in part, provide compensation for the Ioss to our national
economy. At this juncture we agreed that if negotiations were continued we
would return to this point.
With regard to the resumption of ernigration to Israel in the event of [the signing ofl an agreement, they acknowledged what l had told tl1em, but Dan expressed hope that such an agreement would lead to a general improvement
in lsraeli-Hungarian relations.
ln conclusion Dan proposed that I should consent to the resumption of talks
as soon as possible in some Western country. He had no authorization to
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make a final agreement, as his task was to clarify the possibility of such an
agreement. He was to return to Tel Aviv and he or others would seek to resume the negotiations, having received full authorization to do so. I replied
that I could not travel to and fro to continue the negotiations, as I was busy.
If, however, I were to be informed by way of the Parisian Bank that they
wished to continue negotiations on the basis of a serious offer, then I would
propose in Budapest that I or another economic expert should continue the
negotiations. I emphasized, however, that this would only be possible if they
assured me that in the next negotiations authorized persons would make a
realistic offer, because I considered the offers that had been made known to
me so far to be non-serious. Dan promised that he would inform me by way
of the Parisian bank and prior to June 30 as to whether the Israeli side wished
to continue negotiations under these conditions.
Dan departed on Sunday evening, and on Monday morning I met once more
with Ernest, reminding him that if he attributed importance to banking commercial relations with Hungary, then with respect to the proposal for further
talks which the Israeli side would make through him, he should füst check
the seriousness of the proposal, for if on the resumption of talks they were
to present an non-serious offer, I would hold him personally responsible.
Ernest replied that it was clear to him that if his role in this were to appear
incorrect to us, this would influence detrimentally his bank's business relations in Hungary.
Finally, I inquired as to his opinion concerning how far the Israeli side was
prepared to go. I said that I considered the Israeli offers that had been made
so far to be non-serious and I saw no guarantee that this route could lead
to more fruitful negotiations.
Emest, while emphasizing on several occasions that what he was saying did
not imply an obligation, said that in his view an interest-free loan of 3-4 million dollars for 3-4 years might be obtained. This, however, was only his private opinion. He promised that if he were to be asked by the Israeli side to
make a proposal concerning the resumption of negotiations, then he would
füst inform himself about the nature of the Israeli offer. If I had any further
suggestions, he asked me ro· c_all him in Paris. If I had no such suggestions,
then we agreed that he would contact me before the end of June.

[. ..l
During the conversation I obtained a few birs of information. According to
Ernest, the Israeli side is insisting on negotiations with the National Bank of
Hungary because they think that we will keep the promises made by the
Bank, even if these promises are not made in writing. They base this on the
fact that so far the National Bank of Hunga1y has always kepe to its written
and oral agreements. According to Ernest there are problems with emigra197
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tion ín Romania too, and thus it is important to the Israeli government that
emigration from Hungary should resume, as they hope this would revitalize
emigration from Romania. Concerning the Hungarian-Israeli negotiations,
there are two positions ín Israel. Some people are opposed to an agreement
and the negotiations in Te! Aviv are being conducted in line with such an
attitude, while some Israeli and other, principally international forces Qewish
Agency), give great emphasis to a resumption of emigration and they are
calling for an agreement to be reached.
Summaiy:
Based on the negotiations and the conversation with Comrade Szendrő, in
my view there do exist ín Israel forces seeking the completion of the negotiations. Dan, who is conducting the negotiations, belongs to Prime Minister
Ben Gurion's immediate circle. It is also evident that in the course of negotiations they will try to avoid making a public acknowledgment of the damages claim, for they fear that the other people's democracies might then
make similar claims on that basis. It seems that in general they are experiencing difficulties in connection with emigration, and they have a serious
interest in the commencement of emigration from Hungary. For them emigration results in a financial benefit, for they receive a certain amount of
support from the international Jewish organizations, and ín part it is also
militarily significant. They know that we have data about their dealings ín
Hungary and they do not want such data to be made public. Thus, if an
agreement is made between us, for the sake of their own interests they will
not make it public.
Concerning the potential amount of damages, I think that the Israelis wish
to come to an agreement on a loan worth approximately 5 million dollars.
A realistic goal - ín my opinion - is that the repayment of the loan be made
in four or five years time, ín part by supplying Hungarian commodities in the
Israeli clearing system, whereby a part of the commodities will be soft articles.
If, by the end of the month, the Israeli side returns to the matter and proposes a resumption of negotiations by way of the Parisian bank, then in my
opinion the negotiations should be continued along this route, while at the
same time we should keep alive the negotiations being conducted through
diplomatic channels, neither calling for them nor imposing obstacles.

[Signature]
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DOCUMENT 78
Sixth Regional Department
Israeli desk
Top Secret!
Completed in 5 copies
Minister Sik
Deputy Minister Szarka

TÜK
Department (2)

Memorandum
Subject: The condition of Hungarian-Israeli relations

The condition of Hungarian-Israeli relations has not changed essentially, in
relation to the situation in 1959. The Israeli government continues to assign
the problem of emigration a central place in relations between the two countries, and its efforts are directed at increasing the number of migrants and at
accelerating the process where possible. To encourage people to emigrate,
the Israeli government is constandy making initiatives in the cultural field,
a majority of which we seek to avoid.
The issue of emigration from Hungaiy to Israel:
Based on the amended agreement (December 1959) on the issue of compensation, we gave permission for the resumption of emigration to Israel as of January 1960. By May 1, 1960, we had issued in total 165 emigration permits. The
Israeli govemment met its obligation; it paid three installments of the compensation clairn at the end of January, March andJune, amounting to 1,250,000 dollars.
The Israeli government, however, was still not satisfied with this rate of emigration, and by way of its diplomatic representative here, it has kept the issue
on the agenda and has used'eyery occasion to call for people to be allowed
to emigrate. ln April 1960, the Israeli minister [of the legation] submitted a list
to the ministry, containing the names of 372 persons that they consider irnportant. The competent authorities had already rejected on several occasions
the emigration applications of persons on the list.
Since the Israeli minister [of the legation] was unable to persuade the leaders of the ministry to increase significantly the number of people permitted
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to emigrate, on May 5, Mr. J. Dan, a representative of the Jewish Agency,
traveled to Hungary, where he and the minister [of the legation) contacted
Deputy Minister Szarka. The airn of their visit was to express their government's dissatisfaction with the rate of emigration and to request the liberalization of emigration. They also made mention of the idea that we should
make emigration to Israel subject to special considerations. Their proposal
met with a negative response.
Thereafter, on May 18, 1960, the Israeli minister [of the legation) Yaron, bearing a letter from Minister of Foreign Affairs Golda Meir, contacted Comrade
Minister Sik. ln her letter the Israeli foreign minister referred to a conversation
held with Comrade Sik in New York on relations between the two countries,
concluding that the rate of emigration (family unification) had caused them
disappointment. We did not reply to the letter of Minister of Foreign Affairs
Golda Meir. As the letter was being delivered, Comrade Sik told the Israeli
minister [of the legation) that the number known to us (165 persons) was
considerably higher than the number Golda Meir had indicated in her letter
(70 persons), and it significantly exceeded the number featured in the memorandum cited by Yaron (130 persons). At the same time, Comrade Sik reminded
the minister [of the legation) of the information given to Golda Meir, according to which they should not expect mass emigration from Hungary.
According to the information available to us, between January 1 and July 31,
1960, in total 203 persons received emigration permits for the purpose of emigration to Israel. From this figure, 75 persons feature on the list submitted
by the Israeli minister [of the legation) in April. Concerning the month of
August, we have no data for the number of emigration permits granted. (Payment of the final installment of the compensation sum and the 5 percent interest on the 1,000,000 dollars must be made, according to the agreement,
on September 30.)

[. .. l
Budapest, September 7, 1960
(Signature)
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DOCUMENT89
Sixth Regional Department
Top Secret!
Completed in 5 copies
Gábor Bebők
Secretary, Second Dept.
11/ 66

Memorandum
Subject: Information on current issues of Hungarian-Israeli relations
[. ..]

The State of Israel was förmed at the end of May 1948 based on the 1947 resolution of the General Assembly of the United Nations. Hungary recognized
the State of Israel in 1948, establishing diplomatic relations with Israel. We
opened our füst foreign mission in Te! Aviv inJune 1950, and it was headed
until the spring of 1957 by a permanent chargé d'affaires. Given that after the
counter revolution, Israel was the first to recognize the Revolutionary
Worker-Peasant Government at the beginning of 1957, we exchanged - having regard for Hungarian foreign policy interests - envoys, and our legation
was headed by a minister [of the legation] from March 1957 until July 1958.
There were two reasons why our minister was summoned home: füst, an improvement in our relations with the Arab countries and, second, the questionable actions of Israel in Hungary, which were prejudicial to our interests:
the Israeli legation in Budapest engaged in serious economic misconduct in
connection with the emigration of Hungarian Jews; to increase emigration,
the Israeli side made use of the World Jewish Congress and the World Federation of Hungarian Jews, thereby causing considerable confusion among
the Jewish population in Hungary. Since then, our legation in Te! Aviv has
been headed by a temporary chargé d'affaires.
Emigration figures in recent y~ars:
Authorized ernigration in:
1962: 202 permits from 275
1963: 280 permits from 349
1964: 201 permits from 396
1965: 175 permits from 364

applications
applications
applications
applications
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ln our appraisal of applications, we take the position that we also take with
respect to other Western countries.
At present, Israel is almost continuously calling for an exchange of ministers

and for the upgrading of diplomatic relations; it also seeks closer relations
in the economic and cultural fields.
Far political reasons, we are keeping relations between Hungary and Israel
within a modest framework. Despite this, Arab concerns about HungarianIsraeli relations have been raised by the UAR's ambassador to Budapest and
- most recently - by Jordan's chargé d'affaires in Moscow.
[. . .]

Budapest, January 14, 1966
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